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About this book
This book grew out of the thoughts and preoccupations of 2009-2010, as a workshop
leader/presenter in TESOL and professor teaching graduate students.
I had come to the conclusion that there were too many lists, the profession I was
dedicated to and loved, overburdened by information overload. I tried here to
honestly use my decades of experience to “cut to the chase” and make the search for
“gold” a little easier for new and developing teachers.
Please enjoy these thoughts – they are only my opinion and stand as a catalyst for
each teacher to take their own path and arrive at their own conclusions. Ultimately,
what is number one is what is fits best within our own heart.

The #1 Commercial about Learning a
Language
The German Submarine
I've use this video a lot during my workshops and presentations to practicing
or pre-service teachers. It makes a serious point but also has levity that really
relaxes everyone and gets us ready for the session.

A few notable mentions:
The Cat and Fish / The Laundromat.
If you liked this - you will like these
posts on Using Commercials in the
Classroom!

The #1 Documentary About A Class
Children Full of Life
Yes, it isn't easy to decide on one video but on the other hand, this was easy.
Children full of life is a 2003 documentary about Mr. Kanamori and his grade
4 class in Japan. You spend a year with them in their classroom and see how
a master teachers operates and how they learn the secret to happiness and
togetherness through "journal writing and sharing".
He states, "A teachers job is to show students how precious and beautiful life
is". Powerful!

The #1 Language Review Game
BAAM
I created this power point game a few years ago and since then, it has become
a classic. Most visited resource on EFL Classroom 2.0 with combined
downloads of 30,000! That's a lot of BAAM games floating out there.
It is the perfect way for teachers to review their course content. Just put in
your own questions / prompts into one of 3 templates (mini(10), medium (15)
large (25)) and you'll have a great time with students. Even better - get the
students to prepare a BAAM game to play in class.
I came up with the idea after being told many
times by teachers that the standard Jeopardy
game was okay but the lower level students
just lost interest and "tuned out". I wondered
to myself how I could create a simple game
where that would have an element of
unexpected chance so to keep the attention of
lower level (quite bewildered by a second
language) students. BAAM was born. Even up
to the last question, you don't know which team has won.
One tip - get one student on each team to be their team's scorekeeper or
appoint someone to do it on the board. You are too busy doing other things as
the teacher.
You can also play the low tech, non power point version of BAAM. Get all
the materials, instructions - HERE.
Get instructions and all the BAAM games. Get all the games in our Power
point Resources (thousands of already made games) on EFL Classroom 2.0 .
Also - a close second is Fling the Teacher!

The #1 Piece of Advice for Teachers
You are replaceable!!!!
Yes, that's it in a nutshell. It is a HARD
thing to learn, however simple and
comprehensible on the surface.
I've worked and given my best in a lot of
jobs. But make no mistake, I learned the
hard way - we/I/you/them - all expendable
and replaceable.
I'm fortunate to be in a position to be absolutely frank and to the point with
teachers. Also, fortunate to be asked for advice at times. The greatest thing a
teacher can learn is that despite their greatness, despite all they do, despite
how much attachment they form to a class / a school - you can be replaced.
Be it a substitute or be it with a new teacher the next year or be it upon your
leaving - you will for the most part, be forgotten. That's the nature of things
and your job is to be in the moment. Don't seek immortality or being
omnipotent. You will fall hard.
Tough medicine. Chew and swallow. It will make you realize what your
place/job is all about.

The #1 Kid To Inspire Your Students!
The Hey Jude Kid
This tottler, just 2 years old at the time, belts out "Hey Jude" with the best of
them! Really inspiring and after watching, your students will be a little more
apt to "take a swing" and just try to speak some English. He really helps
lower the affective filter!
Strong seconds and recommendations go to:
Lily - the Geography Genius and Andora Svitak - the young writing genius.

The #1 Icebreaker For Language Classes
2 Truths and 1 Lie.
I thought long and hard about this one and despite some other candidates, this
activity due to its simplicity, personalization and structured language use gets the vote. Plus, I've heard more good reports about this game than any
other. It also has many variations.
Truths and a Lie - Each group/class member writes 2 true facts and one
lie on a card. The teacher collects the cards and reads them aloud. The
rest of the group/class tries to guess who it is and which fact is the lie.
For lower level classes, put sentence fragments on the board and the
students just finish them off.
The teacher should be the first to do this and should write his/her sentences
on the board. Students can vote on which they think is the lie. This will
clearly model the activity. Here are my own standards - can you guess which
is a lie?
A) I wish I were more muscular.
B) I wish I could play a musical instrument.
C) I wish I had a dog.
I like using the 3 wishes variation for higher level students. This can become a
full lesson where the students afterwards get their wishes granted. See the
explanation here. Also see the "snowball fight" variation of this great
icebreaker!
For more ideas, see this discussion on "The First Week" and this one on
icebreakers.

The #1 Motivation for a Teacher
A "Good" Pay Check
Once you wipe away your idealism or walk the talk as a teacher - you will
conclude that there is no more powerful way to make a "great teacher" than a
nice, solid, reliable pay check.
I remember my days in the Toronto District School Board. I taught in a few
"working class" schools. Lots of great teachers but lots of problems. Like a
war zone on many days and on most days, lots of teachers walking around
with scowls and a heaviness upon them.
Yet, come every second Thursday - what life! Exuberance and euphoria.
Classrooms were active and filled with learning. I remember when we got our
union fought retroactive "pay increase" OMG! What teaching, wondrous
lessons pulled out of a hat! For weeks on end.... Could you imagine this
Grade 4 teacher doing a great job?
So however idealistic you or myself may think / appear - we should also know
the score. It is much easier to be a great teacher if you feel like you are
getting paid well.
Here's a recent one week poll of EFL Classroom members about if they are
getting their proper motivation!

Are you well paid? If not, you should be! 80% of teaching is caring enough
to just show up, IMHO.

The #1 Student Made Music Video
Lemon Tree by Shinneung Elementary
This video is just brillant! Teachers that see it at my workshops always are
stunned and amazed. The creativity, the "togetherness" that this video must
have brought to their class. It has so much!
If you like this - see the video that inspired it, the Lemon Tree animation also powerful for language teaching.

The #1 book about language.
Thought and Language - Lev Vygotsky
Let's not beat around the bush - this book is the "Origin of Species" for
language. A collosus. It has everything a mind interested in language could
imagine. Originality, nuance, suggestion, intelligence, research... ......

My favorite chapter without a doubt is Chapter 7 - Thought and Word.
Read it online HERE. More resources HERE.
I'll end with a few gems from this Slavic soul.....
"A word devoid of thought is a dead thing, and a thought unembodied in
words remains a shadow." "Through others we become ourselves." The
teacher must orient his work not on yesterday's development in the child but
on tomorrow's.

The #1 video for teens.
Mr. Morton is the Subject of the Sentence
This video is from Schoolhouse Rock ( Get all of them on EFL Classroom 2.0
in a handy player HERE). It was made in the late 70s to "reinvigorate"
students and learning. A way of connecting with disenchanted students
(sound familiar?????). This video rulzs!!!!

1. Get students to rewrite the lyrics.
ex.. Mr. Morton _____ down the street Mr. Morton ........ to Pearl. etc...
2. Get them to watch and note 7 verbs. After, retell the story using those verbs.
3. Make a comic book / story board. -- fold an A4 blank piece of paper
hamburger/hamburger/hotdog/hotdog (that's primary school teacher talk for vertically , vertically,
horizontally, horizontally). Then in each of the 8 boxes, draw a pic and write a sentence about Mr.
Morton.
4. Role play Mr. Morton - especially when he meets Pearl!
Need I go on???? This video rulz and is #1. Based on the earlier story by the NFB of Canada - George
and Rosemary. A classic that won an academy award! Get this on EFL Classroom too with a nice ppt
for teaching!

The #1 Non-Academic Speech About Education

Bill Cosby's Carnegie Mellon Commencement Address.
Here it is below.
It is beyond comment. Just listen. Perfect delivery, even students of higher
levels can follow and understand. The message is immortal and I listen to this
over and over, whenever I need the "will to carry on". Inspiring. Please tell us
what it means to you.

The #1 Mispelled Word In English
Misspelled!
Yes, if you caught the mistake in the title, you are well on your way to being
a great speller! Almost everyone, native speaker or 2nd language learner, has
a problem spelling certain words. It usually comes down to how we processed
the word when we first "learned" the word. Not our first encounter with the
word but the first time it was "acquired" and became part of our standard
inventory of recallable language.
Here's the best list I know of the top most misspelled words in English .
Which one(s) do you have particular trouble with? I can't spell
"accommodation" if my life depended on it!
Also try this quiz and see how you do. But remember, recognizing a word's
spelling it and spelling it are actually two different things/skills!

The #1 Blog Post for Educators
How to Prevent Another Da Vinci
This post, written by a high school student (!!!!) says it all.
It says clearly how education, schools, teachers, the system fails students.
Written in the form of a series of "murders" it is enlightening and a must read
for anyone who will make a career of education. It also provides insight in
how we could also fix the problem, solve the murders. Wonderful!
__________________________________

.

The #1 Way To Motivate Students
SUCCESS
If you want your students to learn, if you want your
students to learn long term, if you want your students to
progress -- you have to give them "the end in sight". You
have to give them the taste of success. Nothing - not
candies or sweet words, not the hand raised in wrath or a
scream - nothing can serve as great a catalyst as success.
We learn by doing and we keep doing because we taste
the sweet elexir of success. If you want to motivate your
students -plan your lessons so everyone will succeed. You'll soon see them
reaching and exemplifying Shelly's "A man's reach should exceed his grasp,
or what's a heaven for.".

The #1 Way To Do An Online Needs Survey
Wall Wisher
Wallwisher is a place where students can go and put up "post it notes" about
a topic. I can think of many ways to use Wallwisher with students but none
better than getting students to reply about what they want to learn in the
course or what they liked best about a course. It is a tremendously powerful
tool for soliciting student feedback.
Needs surveys are important and can be pre, during and post course. They
allow the teacher to alter the curriculum and tailor it to the student's learning
style, levels, beliefs and motivation. HERE is a nice presentation I use with
my graduate students about Needs Analysis.
Teachers can simply post up a simple question and let students reply in short
post its. Example questions might be - "What do you like best / hate about the
textbook units?" "How do you learn best?" "What should we do more of in
class?" "What is your favorite topic?" etc....
Think about using Wallwisher with your students and giving them some input
about the course, the textbook or the teaching/learning! Download this nice "
How to use Wallwisher " guide and also see my recent Website of the Day
post. Go HERE to find some more amazing ways to use Wallwisher! ELT and
TECH tutorials has nice info. on Wallwisher too.

Here's one example!

The #1 Conversational Game
Pass the Paper
There are many conversational games but I have found none so popular and
powerful as "Pass the Paper".
We have many pre made Pass the Paper games on EFL Classroom 2.0 but
you can also do it low tech, without a powerpoint. However, I like the ppts
because you can just set a slide transition interval and it takes care of itself
and you are free to wander the classroom - helping, monitoring.
What is it? Basically, the students are in a group with one crumpled piece of
paper among them. The music plays and they "Pass the Paper" . When the
music stops, the one with the paper must do something preset by the teacher.
It can be many things.
1. Answer the question on the ppt.
2. Do something the group asks.
3. Answer a question the group asks (with target language the teacher
has on the board. ie. Have you ever ......?)
4. Finish a sentence or expression on the powerpoint.
5. Truth or Dare (for higher levels).
I've used this game to good effect at workshops as an icebreaker. See below
and example of the many available in our resources.
Try "Pass the Paper" , it really lowers the affective filter of students and gets
them relaxed and learning English without even knowing it!

The #1 Video to Introduce Phonics
The Cookie Monster - F OOD
Phonics is a valuable approach to teaching reading and especially beginning
phonemic awareness. This video really hits the nail on the head - what
phonics is about. If you use phonics to teach English or even use it
sometimes, visit the new PHONICS PAGE .
Like the video below, I've gathered all the best phonics videos in one place
and also many downloadable resources and presentations.

The #1 Reference Book for Language!
The Cambridge Encyclopedia of Language - by David Crystal
I've long been a big fan of David Crystal. See a nice video
below, to get a sense of the "gentle" man. If anyone ever
deserved a medal in the name of "Language" - it is him.
The Cambridge Encyclopedia of Language is the ultimate
reference and linguists, language mavens and practicing
language teachers will all get immense, lifelong benefit from
the articles. I've long had both a hard copy and ecopy and always dip into it
for really serious information about any of the diverse topics related to
language. Great charts and illustrations make this book very engaging and
accessible. As always, the mind of David Crystal is evident. Here is an
excerpt so you can decide for yourself.
Two other reference books worth mentioning are: The Encyclopedia of
Language and Linguistics - R.E. Asher, editor in chief. A 14 volume tomb of
1,000s of pages/articles by the best minds around. A-Z of ELT by Scott
Thornbury. Illuminating reading and very practical minded for practicing
teachers. Also see Scott's blog for the book.
As promised, here is a great interview and conversation with David Crystal
about the Future of English Another great book of his! Also, about a lot
more...

The #1 Online Pronunciation Practice Site

Phonetics
There are some good pronunciation online sites, video or otherwise - but none
beat the Univ. of Iowa's Phonetics. I've been using and promoting it for
almost 3 years and I'm always rewarded by how happy teachers are when
they find the site. (how do I know they've found it through me online - well, I
won't tell you all my secrets but if the link is the above, it is probably scooped
from me. I'll avoid the discussion about "headsets" but enjoy the link just as it
is...).

The #1 Way To Quiet Down Students
Speak softer

In all my years teaching, this is one of the most powerful things I learned. It
also directly had an impact on my classroom and student learning.
Often, (because it is human nature), we speak louder in an noisy
environment. Everyone then responds in kind and the volume just
keeps getting louder and louder. It leads to a noisy environment
and for a language classroom, a hard time for students to hear clearly. I don't
agree with the adage that "a noisy classroom is a good classroom". Yes,
students should be talking/communicating - that's a great classroom. But
forget the noise.
So if you want to quiet down your students, begin speaking to the whole class
or individual groups in a soft voice. Everyone will naturally follow suit. It
works!
Another nice trick is to put on "soft" music, music without voice. My "go to"
music for this is Edward Satie. Put it on and it really calms down everyone.
Get a nice selection in our "Study Music" pop out player.
How do you "calm down" your class? Further, take our poll on the main page
and view what others do to get students' attention.

The #1 Prize for Students

Lining up / Leaving first
Yes indeed, it is as simple as that!
I've tried all the other things and yes, they work but they have their problems.
Candy, suckers, chocolate rot teeth and also rot desire. You'll end up having
to give more and more and more.... Books, souvenirs - they will kill your
pocketbook. Stickers and points become meaningless rather quickly.
Try just giving them a privilege, like leaving the classroom first. They will
love it and it will work.

The #1 Way to Assess Students
The Rubric!
The rubric is a very transparent and accountable way to assess students. It is a grid where
you clearly show students "what criteria they will be assessed by" and "what levels or
indicators the teacher will look for". It communicates to students clear expectations on the
part of the teacher. Here's a nice example of a rubric which the teacher adapted from the
SOLOM - a standard speaking proficiency rubric.
There are 2 main ways to use a rubric.
1. Make it with the students. Yes, have a conference and ask the students to list the things
that they should do well in the task/activity/unit/language that they are practicing. List
these as criteria. Then ask them what would make a "bad" effort and a "great" effort.
Describe these. After, copy these down into a rubric (or have a student do this) and then
put this up for all to see in the classroom. You might even do this in the students L1 if
possible - the goal being to communicate expectations and not to "teach" language.
2. Teacher made. The teacher can make the rubric. Usually the teacher uses a premade
rubric that they modify for their classroom. Rubistar is a popular site for finding these
rubrics and making them online.
Here is a handy template that I've got a lot of mileage from. A nice way to make a rubric,
alone or with students! For more on rubrics or more assessment ideas - see our assessment
resources . Don't forget about the most famous of rubrics for overall assessment and level
placement - the SOLOM!

http://rubistar.4teachers.org/

The #1 Activity for Young Learners
Show 'N Tell
Yes, this is not just a stand by but a great activity for bringing the REAL and real
communication into the classroom. It works in an L1 classroom and even works
better in an L2 classroom!
The simple version is to have the children bring in a personal item that they want
to share with the class. Make a whole lesson of it or schedule it (I prefer the
whole lesson).
Make sure to do the following:
1. Model Show 'N Tell by bringing in your own item! Get the children to ask you about it and give
your own presentation and "show".
2. Make sure to pass the items around. Don't worry, even if fragile, kids will be careful (usually
more so than adults). Children learn language by touching - believe it or not!
3. If you want to make a language lesson of it - write down some key questions / question words,
so students can be prompted. Or the day before, brainstorm questions to ask! Write them on chart
paper for reference during show and tell.
4. If you can, get them out of their desks and to another area. Sitting on the floor is best. Make it
special!
5. Even try filming it! Parents will love this but make sure you run this by administration....
And do you know the bonus, for you the teacher? -- Well, besides having a fairly easy lesson, you will
get to know your students so much better! And there ain't no better way to teach them better than to
know them better!

The #1 Summer Teaching Tool
A spray bottle
Yes, that's right! It works like a charm in any "hot" educational
environment. Indoors or outdoors. Perfect for summer.
How does it work? Well, I discovered this while teaching grade 4 in a tin
roofed "shack" (portable) during the hottest summer on record in downtown
Toronto (2005 - look it up!) It was so hot and we had no air conditioning and
a crummy fan. I brought a thermometer to class and it regularly passed 100
F / 37 C. I showed it to the VP several times and she just said to "tough it
out". Our classroom was an oven!
The students wouldn't do a thing! So I came up with the idea of a spray bottle.
They worked and if working, got a spray from me. Boy, did they do their
exercises! Classroom management was a breeze - only the cooperative
students got "refreshed". Others were kept busy running into the school to
refill the bottles. It was the perfect motivational tool. Needless to say, I was
also the most popular teacher during recess duty!
Try it if things are heating up in your classroom this summer!

The #1 Film For Teaching
The Red Balloon
This 1956, French, silent, 34 min. film is a revelation. If you haven't seen it,
do so! It highlights the simplicity by which children experience the world and
tells the tale of a young boy in Paris who falls in love with a red balloon.
It has so many layers and can be used to teach so many things! Students can
retell/rewrite the story. It could be produced as a play. It is fantastic for role
playing certain scenes. Lots of vocabulary throughout. As the film plays,
students can also describe the actions of Pascal.
It is a unique film, like Lamorrisse's other acclaimed film "Crin Blanc" or Bill
Mason's "Paddle to the Sea" - they teach children through the eyes and
senses/experiences of children.
I'll be showing it on Teacher's TV . Get it there or on dvd. A must for any
educator.

Red Balloon Story line
Cloze worksheet
Write the Story Line

The #1 site for royalty free photos
Flickr CC - Storm
Nowadays, it is imperative that teachers
provide rich content and context when
giving lessons.
Pictures are essential and beyond your own
picture portfolio - you should have a digital
portfolio. Flickr CC has amazing photos and
instantly they can be searched (try
"transportation" for example) and easily
selected. Right click and click "save as" to
download the picture onto your computer for
use. I like it because the photos it supplies
are very rich in detail and context.
Find a list of other royalty free sites through Larry Ferlazzo's - Best Online
sources of Photos.
I also recommend checking out Pictures4Learning and Creative Commons
Image Search and Google's new CC image search
Enjoy and please share your presentations on EFL Classroom 2.0!

The #1 site for making digital stories
THE TARHEEL READER
I'm in love. Let me say it again - I'm in love!!!! Yes, it's spring and maybe that
is what is doing it but I"m in love - in love with Gary Bishop's Tarheel Reader.
It is without a doubt, the best place for digital storytelling.
Ozge's blog just posted a lot of fine digital storytelling sites but nothing beats
the simplicity and thus 'power' of the Tarheel Reader. The Tarheel reader is a
place where you can find online books of all kinds! Share them with your
students and it is a great place to learn vocabulary. Books repeat language
and are at all different levels for English Language Learners. You can also
export your books when finished into powerpoint!

Here's my video of a Tarheel Reader made with Windows Movie Maker
after I downloaded the ppt. Get the Tarheel book here.

The #1 Teacher Training Course
Teaching on the job
So maybe you don't think on the job training counts? Maybe that without
training teachers will just be the blind, leading the blind? Well, there is a lot of
evidence out there that points out that training may even hinder teacher
development! Yes, it is true. For me, in English Language Teaching, (and for
the most part, teaching in general) your time on the job counts BIG time.
I say this as a teacher trainer, one who really knows of
the benefits of teacher training. I say this because all
things being equal - I'd take a teacher with a year of
teaching under their belt over a teacher with a year
long teaching course under their belt.
In our business, it is character, will, disposition, effort, creativity and the
ability to "think as the student" that count most. Not the paper and the
pretense.
Oh yeah, you have so many selling so little. This course will make you teach
like your hair is on fire! This course will make you effortlessly glide through
your semester. This course will call up nirvana and you'll be praised by
principals and parents. Poppycock! For the most part in ELT, snake oil
salesman and quackery.
With the advent of web 2.0 and wide access to the internet - teachers can
learn, share, talk, build ideas, grow through discussion online. It is and can be
your BA/MA/Phd in ELT. There is no other more apt example than our free
EFL Classroom 2.0 . Search and find all kinds of information on any teaching
component. Watch teachers teaching in their classrooms. Read articles.

But you say - what about practical experience? Well, let me say again to wit,
"that's why the #1 teacher training course is "the deep end" and actually
teaching". And god bless that. We DO need support and training but in the
same vein, not at the expense of acknowledging that necessity is the mother
of invention. The credo of the working ELTer.
* If this post interested you - you might like, " In praise of the Backpacking
teacher "

The #1 short video for young learners.
The Elephant Song -- 150%!!!!
Eric Herman does a great job with his son. It is so engaging, even for adults.
A song but with dialogue - it has it all. Use in millions of ways:
1. Pause ask what is the right animal.
2. Watch, students write down the names of all the animals. Then organize or
write sentences using "can" A monkey can.... etc...
3. Sing the song/rewrite the song using different animals.
4. Make/draw Wingdingdongdilly's (animals with different body parts).
Discuss as a group to review body part vocab.
5. Just enjoy!

The #1 Book to Help Teachers Teach
Oxford Basics
Teaching isn't the easiest of things and it takes time to acquire
sound skill and knowledge. However, you can speed up that
process and I find the Oxford series of handbooks invaluable
at providing teachers with easy, basic and communicative
lesson "cores" or ideas upon which they can build their skill.
They give you what the textbooks don't! How to teach simply described
through 30 basic lessons in each book. Low tech, and all are very
communicative. There are handbooks on the 4 skills (Speaking / Listening /
Reading / Writing), also grammar, culture, classroom language and more.
Go HERE to preview all these handbooks and then buy the ones you like.
They are cheap! Invaluable and the perfect books to help you become a very
skillful teacher. Thank you Jill Hadfield!

The #1 Teaching Tool
A Blank Piece of Paper
I'm sure many of you might have voted for the board, the
computer, the photocopier, some may have even opted for a
pen or pencil. However, I really think that the most important
tool in the teacher's arsenal, the one thing that makes teaching
happen is the old blank piece of paper.
Paper is still essential and will always be essential. A blank piece of paper
even more so - even more powerful than one filled! The poets knew the
power of a white sheet of paper. The world too complex for us to create upon
but ah! give us a blank piece of paper and we are as gods.
I've long been an advocate of any teaching approach that uses as the core of
its belief - SCC (Student Created Content) . A blank piece of paper should
start all lessons and from there students create the content and then use this
for language practice/production. This is the true power of a blank piece of
paper and why it is number 1 - it is a mirror for the mind of the student, an
unparalleled way of learning by making that invisible - visible.
So to end - let me begin listing just a few of the infinite ways you might use a
blank piece of paper in class. (also see #57 - #60 on Lessons in a Can. All
ideas on using a blank piece of paper.)
1. Drawing and labeling
2. Graphic / Alphabet vocab organizer (just fold 'em)
3. Brainstorming
4. Student made worksheets / wordsearches
5. Storyboards (just fold 'em)
6. Story book making (just fold 'em)
7. Pass the Paper
8. Cootie Catcher or Fortune Teller
9. Arts and Crafts (ie. Origami)
10. Student made bingo cards (just fold 'em)
11. Chain story writing (pass the paper)
12. Poster / ad making projects

The #1 lesson from a textbook.
Nosy Neighbors - Jill Hadfield, "Elementary
Communication Games!"
This is in response to Lindsay Clandfield's recent "6 things" blog
post about textbooks. He has nice lists but I still think they are too
long! Let's keep it to the best!
Jill Hadfield is a teacher's teacher (and I don't throw that around,
she has earned it). Her textbook/photocopiables are very basic but strongly
productive activities for students to practice and learn English. The BEST!
Nosy Neighbours is a simple sheet and cards ( I've made picture cards ).
You get hours of activity with one simple sheet, can be used with all tenses
and all kinds of target language and it's about gossip. And let's face it - that's
about as strong a built in methodology for language learning as you'll ever get.
Read my description and lesson run down here. (lesson 83 - Lessons in a
Can).
Without a doubt, the #1 all time textbook/book lesson! (and it is ooooooold).

The #1 Video about Mother Earth
HOME (with subtitles)
I've been spending some time zooming through Japan's country/city side this week. A fascinating blend of
nature and man and it got me thinking about this gorgeous video. It is a perfect way to learn/discuss our
relationship and responsibility with "spaceship earth". Get students reading the subtitles and stop and have
discussion or prepare questions. A truly amazing video to teach with, Glenn Close's narration is also superb.
Here's the trailer but get it in full and HD widescreen at the link above.

The #1 Word in the Classroom
"PASS!"
Surprised? Well, let me explain.
During my own growth as a teacher, through my own experimentation and observation
during thousands of hours, I've come to the conclusion that one of the most important
things we can do as a teacher is give more respect to the learners.
When students are shown respect, when they are allowed to answer of their own free
will, there are important and positive implications for the classroom. Research actually
shows that allowing students to say, "Pass" to a teacher's question, promotes student
response!
Students are people too. Sometimes they have had a hard morning/day. Sometimes, they
are in a mood or suffering emotional growing pains. Sometimes, they just don't like the
question! Many times in the language classroom, students aren't ready to answer and are
going through a "silent period". We should respect their own control and know of
themselves.
So please, teach your students the word, "Pass!" and allow them to use it in class. You'll
get more students responding, if you cut them this slack. I promise!
Teachers in Korea - Please see THIS presentation about classroom language.

The #1 story to teach at Christmas.

The Gift of the Magi by O'Henry
I know, I know, there are so many great Christmas stories. I know, I know,
you have your own favorite. However, all the great stories don't hold a candle
to The Gift of the Magi.
It has withstood the test of time and most importantly has brevity, power, plot
and of course for the English teacher - specific vocabulary! Here is my
heartfelt made, condensed version as my christmas gift to you.
Get the karaoke below and play using the karafun player available on our
Karaoke page .
Also, using the karaoke player, listen to the whole "real" story. Happy
Holidays!

Gift of the Magi Condensed Version
Gift of the Magi Full Version Gift of the Magi PPT

The #1 site for YLs Vocabulary
KinderSay
There are so many great websites for teaching young learners. See a list of my
own below (culled from my big list, also attached). However, after our own
resources here (always got to toot our own horn!). KinderSay is next in line.
It has wonderfully colorful images and rich, clear audio. It works fluidly and
you can easily click "slideshow" and get a presentation for whichever content
you want to display. What's even better - students can visit it outside of class
without registration and practice safe and soundly. A great site and big help to
teachers!
Recommended Websites for Young Learners Recommended Websites for
Teaching English

The #1 no cost teacher

Alice - the ultimate 27/7, free chat partner.
Without a doubt. She is
intelligent, charming, looks
great and even asks you
questions. I added the drop
boxes with "Questions" and
"Responses" so students
could talk to her and practice
easily - without the difficulty
of typing.
She never tires and always is
in a good mood. Why not try
talking to Alice? She gets
awfully lonely and needs
more chat partners. She's the
ultimate online teacher!
Teachers - you can even use
her in class to motivate students. Or give her for homework and have
students copy and print out their conversations / dialogues and then
practice in class.
Why not think of some neat questions to ask Alice? She's great at math,
history or geography! She will even give you pi to the factor 24!
Maybe even try to trick your students and tell them she is real. See if you
can fool them!

The #1 audio application
Audacity
Without a doubt the best application if you are
doing any kind of audio recording or editing. (but
NCH has a nice one too!)
I've used it over the years and with guidance, really easy for students to pick
up and manage. Open source and adaptable if you really want to get into it.
See ELT and TECH for a complete tutorial on how to get and use! Also
see their Wiki for help/info. Get recording!

The #1 friend at school.
The janitor. Better still, the head janitor.
I kid you not. It's the most important secret out
there and I've just let the cat out of the bag. The
janitor knows everyone and knows everything!
Need a new desk, poof! Need some extra heat?
Poof! Need a shoulder to lean on and who won't
go blabbering to everyone else (because who
cares about the janitor or gives him the time of
day?)....
I learned more that had a direct effect on my teaching and class from the
chats after class, late into the evening with our janitor than with anyone else!
Who is doing what in their classroom, where to get the toilet paper and tissue,
how to stop the desks from screeching on the floor etc..... and lots of great
personal wisdom.
There is simply no better friend at school than the janitor. You'll remember
my words when you've lost your keys or need a strong/neutral arm to grab
that uncontrollable kid. Janitors are a teacher's best friend. But don't tell
everyone at your school!
Other "great friends at school include: the librarian and the tech guy!

The #1 song to use for
teaching.
That's The Way Uh huh, Uh huh, I like it.
I"ve been teaching and hawking the use of songs in education/esl/efl/even
hell, for longer than I can even remember (farthest back I does remember is
Ostrov nad Labem, Czech Republic,1993, a cassette player that ate my tape
in the middle of a workshop!).
During all this time, I was constantly confronted with the question to kill all
wish of an answer, questions -- what's the best song for the EFL / ESL
classroom?
Well I won't hold you in suspense any longer. I've finally arrived at a
definitive decision. A song that has stood the test of time, teacher's
incompetencies, student distraction and the comings and goings of various
musical genres.... it is without a doubt -- That's the Way I like It by K.C.
and the Sunshine Band.
This song has it all. A groove that you can't forget, young or old. A simple
language point - saying "I understand" by Uh Huh, Uh Huh... It also moves
your hips! Further, it is suitable for singing in a group.
Divide the class into 3 and then rock on!
Group1) That's the way
Group 2) Uh huh, uh huh
Group 3) I like it
Keep them going in sequence with the swing of your microphone.... This song
is the ultimate earworm. You will NEVER get it out of your head. So teachers
beware but at least students will have achieved something - a few lasting
phrases..... Also, teaches students how to say "I understand or I follow you"
when using the phone in English.

The #1 Way to Choose a Student in Class
Mickey Mouse built a house!
Anyone who has been in my class or maybe even attended a workshop, knows I use this standard to
randomly choose a student. It is simple and effective and helps eliminate the feeling that the student
was "picked on" by the teacher. Of course - in your class when choosing students, you should always
have the rule that a student can "pass". This is important and actually leads to MORE student
participation, not less.
So what do I mean? What do you do?
Count out students or groups much like Einie Meanie Minie Moe but using the following chant:
Mickey Mouse built a house
How many bricks did he use?
Each word is for one students.
Where you stop, ask that students to randomly say a number to answer the question.
If the student says "10", count 10 and that student is chosen! If the student says "10 trillion" , count by
trillions.
This method makes it seem like students are choosing each other, however a smart teacher can alter the
number count or direction and pick students they want (wink, wink, nudge, nudge, say no more....).
It is a great way to choose a student in a communicative and seemingly fair fashion.
If choosing another student after this - you might try giving the student chosen the right to choose who
they want. I call it "choosing a victim". Their reward for going first.
PS. You could use some of the spinners in our Teacher's Toolbox but this old fashioned method works
fine!

The #1 documentary in education.
Jane Elliot's Daring Blue Eyes / Brown Eyes Experiment
This is a timeless classic. Always ready to give us pause and get us thinking
about the "ghost inside our machine". Jane has continued to do this
experiment over many years and even did it with inmates at a prison! .
Riceville never would be the same. Here it is from PBS - in 3 parts. Click on
the screen to go to the source and get it full screen, if desired. Enjoy and most
importantly, discuss with someone!!

PART 2 PART 3 (14 years later as adults!)

The #1 Communicative Language Activity
2 Way Tasks
This is a standard communicative language teaching activity - aka Information Gap. Some other CLT activities you may know are: surveys,
interviews, role plays, discussions/free talking. I choose 2 way tasks as the
top dog because it is "controlled" and thus allows more scaffolding and
success by students. Two, it has repetition. Finally, it is a task and has built in
motivation to complete and finish. Tasks are a great way to get students
"communicating" and not just memorizing or parroting without meaning. The
basic thrust is to communicate meaning to another person. A two way task
(aka - pair work ) does this with head on directness....
Basically you give students A and B similar but varying incomplete
information. It can be text, dialogue, picture or even video. Then they have to
fulfill a task to complete their own information. For example give two
pictures - one for Student A / the other for Student B. Student A through
questions, must discover and record/draw what is on the other picture.
Student B, the converse. That's "2 way tasks in a nutshell ! Even watching
Mr. Bean can be a two way task. Just show the video with one or two
students describing the action while the other has their back turned to the
screen.
See these two way 2 way tasks for ready to go, "in the box" examples.
See this discussion for more resources along this vein; Pair work,
communication games etc.... This is a great way to get your classroom
"speaking" and producing language!
A couple "caveats". One - don't over explain the task! For instance, with
these pictures below, let the students discover the way to ask each other for
the information. This could be done in many ways! Numbered boxes,
prepositions etc... Let the students control how to complete the task - they

will enjoy it more. People love a puzzle! Two. If you are going to explain model it. Do a dry run with a good student in the front and the rest of the
students asking. Do the dry run without pens - pencils down! Then when in
pairs, they can record the information.

The # 1 Online Story Writing Site
Storybird
Without a doubt. It features beautiful illustrations which students choose to
create a "story bird" or book. Sharable, beautiful, motivating - they really,
really unleash the creativity and language of students. It is the ultimate story
writing site.
I use this with my Materials Development students and with many other
technology oriented courses. Always, what the students come up with amazes
me. Further, the students are always inspired to the nines by their "creation".
And this is so important to mention - the notion of an end product. Language
is so ephemeral and it disappears as soon as it is born. Storybooks or birds,
give students tangible evidence of their learning (and also give parents that
evidence!).
See our discussion about Storybird and many fine examples. Also, this blog
post about using plain old fashioned storybook making activities with your
students.
Here's a nice example of a Storybird created by one of my former students.
Luv it!

I wish... by eflclassroom20 on Storybird

The #1 lesson from a textbook.
The Hokey Pokey
The Hokey Pokey is a standard song and TPR activity in the language
classroom. It gets my pick over "Head and Shoulders" just because instead of
using just vocabulary / words - it is whole language. Always the superior
teaching form. Another one of note and a classic, is "If you're happy and you
know it". Get all these in our Kidz Karaoke page . Here's the hokey pokey if
you have the karafun player (get it on EFL Classroom 2.0)
Watch Devon of Super Simple Songs, describe how to teach your students
this song!
Here, a teacher goes through the paces and persistence of teaching her
students to do the Hokey Pokey. Great stuff!

The #1 way to display student work
A Classroom Clothes line!
Nothing beats it! If you have some string and some pins, you have it made!

One thing that always annoyed me about classrooms was how they were so
"flat" and "square". Using the ceiling, the floor and the "space/air" really
brings a lovely dimension and warmth to your classroom. Nothing improves
the atmosphere of a classroom more than displaying student work and nothing
does it better than the classroom clothes line! Get doing your classroom
laundry today! If interested in more inspiration about decorating your
classroom - click on the classroom pic below for a nice presentation or read
my blog post here!

The #1 way to tell a teacher is an expert.
They use the whole classroom
Teachers that use the whole classroom and make every part of it "their home" -are most likely to be those that are "great teachers". Inexperienced and less
effective instructors tend to stick to the center "jump zone" - right in front of the
desk and in the center of the room.(much like the "key" in basketball).
From there, teachers exert "power" and "control" (think of a teacher as a "force" in this position they have the most "gravity". ). This can be good in some situations
but for the most part, language instruction needs "a first among equals", needs
students to feel the freedom to express and have comfort, low stress. This happens
or is more likely to happen when the instructor delivers instruction from all parts of
the classroom.
So when teaching, think about moving about and using the whole classroom. Get out of the hot zone. At first, might be a little
uncomforting but in time it'll start to feel normal. Your students will appreciate it too, especially those outside of the "hot
zone"!
_____________________________________

The #1 story for prediction.
The Eyebrow Story by Peter Reynolds
This story highlights the power of prediction for engaging
students in a story and prompting them to produce language.
Simply get a student as a reader (with a microphone if
possible). Read together and stop at certain points. Ask students in groups of
pairs to state in English, what will happen next.... Then continue reading and
check. They'll fall in love with Sean! Predicting is a great way to "teach" a
story! Peter Reynold's has many more amazing stories. See hundreds more
TOP ebooks on our Story page.

The #1 way to get your students self learning.
Extensive Reading
It isn't everything but if you can get your students reading low level (no more
than 1/2 unknown words/page) texts and readers - you've got it made. Even
better if they are sharing them, passing them around, getting excited about
them.
So many teachers are deep inside afraid of losing control, of the silence of
students reading. However, though it is even better to share books
together,orally, self selected reading / sustained silent reading (SSR) is not
just language learning but learning to be your own motor of learning.
Learn more about Extensive reading programs or doing DEAR (drop
everything and read) by visiting sites of such Extensive Reading prophets as
Rob Waring , Richard Day , Julian Bamford, Marc Helgesen or the eminent
Stephen Krashen . And you don't need to spend a zillion dollars on readers.
Try our EFL 2.0 Reading resources. Print and get your students reading and
glossing (writing in the right margin, the first language word for a difficult
word in the text - it will help the next reader!). But definitely the number one
way to get students being self directed learners. A book is 24/7 learning! Why
Extensive Reading? - a primer. Research links.

The #1 faux pas of classroom instruction.

Not Pausing while speaking
I've been in a lot of classrooms recently. One thing that becomes abundantly
clear is that most instructors aren't pausing enough while speaking.
Students need time to process language, students need time to think about the
answer to a question, students need time to "wrap their brain around things".
This is under appreciated by English Language instructors for the most part. It
is also a very effective skill for any presenter - giving your audience time to
think! (see my fav. Bill Cosby speech for an example!).
Teachers need to "slow down" by pausing between sentences. Especially
when asking questions, they need to count to 5 or more and then have a
student respond. There is a lot of "heat" and cognitive demand on an ELLs
brain - let's give them time to chill! This video I subtitled, addresses this
question well - focused on general teaching skills and asking questions in the
classroom.

The #1 gift for a teacher.
Movie Tickets
This one comes from my own playbook and
what I've just adored over the years. Teachers
work hard and usually don't get out to the
movies often. A nice pair of tickets really will
get them out of the house and enjoying
themselves immensely. They don't cost a
fortune and really show you care!
There isn't a teacher I've met who doesn't love film. It takes us away from our
cares and worries and recharges. Get wrapping up those tickets and say
thanks to a teacher! PS. While on the subject of movies - see our huge
discussion on the BEST movie about Teaching.
___________________________________________________

The #1 person in ELT.
EACH STUDENT
One by one. Individual. Indivisible. Unique. Unparalleled
in affect, effect and agency. What it's all about. About
him. About her. About a student. About Harry. About
Jane and Jung Min. Not about the teacher. Not about the
publisher. Not about the front but that all around. Not
about the ring master. Let's begin. It's about learning not about teaching!

The #1 person answering grammar questions.
Richard Firsten - Grammatically Speaking
Richard has been answering grammar questions from teachers for years. They are all collected on one
nice page and you'll find the answers to most anything that has puzzled you about the use of the English
language.
I've been reading his stuff religiously for a number of years and I particulary love his simple, clear
explanations. Usually you get a lot of "fluff" from language mavens (the term Pinker uses for those who
pontificate over etymology and usage). Not with Richard. He also answers readers/teachers direct
questions so there is a very practical vein to what he writes. Here's an example where he describes why
we often say, "computer mouses".
Dear Richard,
Here’s a quickie. When talking about that indispensable part of a computer in the plural, do you
say mice or mouses? None of us at my school can decide which it is!
Aidan O’Roarke
Grand Rapids, MI USA
Dear Aidan,
There is a tendency in English to change an irregular plural noun back to a regular plural form
when that noun takes on a secondary meaning that it never used to have. For example, the
Canadian hockey team is known as the Maple Leafs, not the Maple Leaves. When talking about
people of ill repute, we refer to them as low-lifes, not low-lives. This seems to be the way the word
mouse is heading when it refers to the computer tool instead of the animal. Even though this has
not been set in stone yet, the more accepted plural of computer mouse seems to be computer
mouses.
(I bet a lot of readers are saying, "Aha!" right about now.)
________________
Read Grammatically Speaking from time to time and your knowledge of the peculiarities or just
regularities of English grammar will grow and that will show in the classroom - without a doubt!

The #1 thing we know about learning a
language
The more comprehensible input, the more learning
Today, I was going through my Gass and Selinker , Second Language
Acquisition book . What astounded me was one word that kept appearing
across all sections -- "hypothesis". Seems like every darn thing in our field is
just an "hypothesis", just a grasping at straws and a supposition, a guess.
Nobody knows too much about this wide and new field of language learning!
However, amid the dust storm and darkness there is light. We do know one
thing with certainty. If a student is exposed to a large amount of
comprehensible language input - they will learn language! Put students in a
situation where they have to figure out the language but still have a small
toehold to hang onto -- they will learn. Do it a lot and they will learn a lot. All
the rest, mere hypothesis, conjecture and stutterings.
So mind this when you are teaching. Keep it simple, keep it clear and give
students language they can understand to learn the language you want them
to understand. You'll get them learning. That's all we can do until they solve
some of these hypothesis.
FYI, here's a quick list of hypothesis off the top of my head.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Critical Period Hypothesis
Fundamental Period Hypothesis
Natural Order Hypothesis
Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis
Affective Filter Hypothesis
Identity Hypothesis
Interaction Hypothesis
Sensitive Period Hypothesis
please add your own.....

